ABSTRACT The direction of arrival (DOA) of the target's echo signal is extremely important for passive detection and tracking. However, it is a challenge to estimate the echo signal's DOA due to the low signalto-noise ratio of the echo signal and the serious masking effect. In this paper, a novel method is developed to estimate the DOA of the echo signal through enhancing the desired echo signal and attenuating the interference in range-Doppler domain before performing the DOA estimation. Firstly, the cross-ambiguity functions of the direct path signal and the received array signal are calculated. Then, they are combined to form a single-snapshot virtual array signal. Under certain conditions, the desired echo signal can be enhanced, and the interference can be attenuated simultaneously. After extending the single-snapshot virtual array signal to multi-snapshots, the conventional MUSIC approach can be performed, and the clutter interference can be suppressed significantly through subspace orthogonal meanwhile. Finally, the DOAs of echo signals as well as their corresponding Doppler shifts can be measured on a 2-D direction-Doppler map. The virtual array signal's construction principle and the gain of echo signal are analyzed theoretically, and some experimental results are presented to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
The passive radar detects target by processing the direct path signal and scattered echo signal embittered from non-cooperative sources. In the past decade, there are a number of successful works using source with different frequency, such as the FM, TV broadcasts, GSM, etc. [1] - [4] . The external illuminators in the High Frequency (HF) band are of great interest for their large transmitted power, wide coverage area, overthe-horizon detection, and larger radar cross section for stealthy target, etc. [5] , [6] . Due to the propagation complexity and the waveform of ambiguity function, there has been few reports on HF passive radar. Some researches such as the HF-LFMCW [7] , the HF-DRM [8] , and the HF-AM (Amplitude Modulation) radio [9] give some convincing experimental evidence that passive radar can be used to detect targets in this frequency. Compared with the HF-LFMCW and HF-DRM sources, the HF-AM radio source has a larger number and worldwide coverage, however, the biggest problem is that its range resolution is very low because bandwidth limited.
In our previous work, we detected and tracked a civil aviation target successfully by using only the Doppler information of five different HF-AM radio signals, which verifies the feasibleness of the passive detection and tracking by using the HF-AM radio signal [9] . However, the precondition is very severe, for example, we can't realize target tracking when the number of HF-AM radio signals is less than five, and the clutter interference is so serious that the targets with low bistatic speed or the targets with weak echo signal cannot be detected. In the follow-up studies, we regard estimating the Direction-Of-Arrival (DOA) of echo signal as the breaking point, and we plan to track target with jointing the DOA and Doppler information in the future work.
Since the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of echo signal is generally very low in practice, and there exists strong direct path interference [10] , estimate the accurate DOA of echo signal is a challenging task. In the past decade, only a few methods supported by experimental results are published, they can be classified as follows: (1) In the earlier television-based and FM radio based passive radar system [2] , [11] , P. E. Howland uses the phase-interferometry to estimate the target bearing through a pair of surveillance antenna elements, however, there exists direction ambiguity, it might experience a highly time-varying behavior [12] , and the experimental results show that the accuracy is limited by the poor bearing accuracy [2] . (2) In F. Colone's work [12] , [13] , the phase differences of arrival measured for different FM radio channels is properly averaged to improve the DOA estimation accuracy, and the experimental results show the standard deviation of the DOA is about 5∼9 • [12] , however, the multifrequency integration method is essentially a phase-interferometry method, accuracy is improved at time-varying environment but other problems also exist. (3) A four-element Adcock antenna array is developed in [14] for horizontal plane target direction measurements, however, this method depends on the Adcock antenna array, the coupling effect is serious, and the direct path and strong targets' interference should be removed significantly in the reference channel [15] . A robust DOA estimate approach is proposed in [15] to relieve the situation when the reference signal is contaminated by target echoes, however, removing the masking effect is required, and the computational complexity increases. (4) Recently, some methods that calculate the cross-ambiguity function on individual antenna elements, and then perform the DOA estimation in range-Doppler domain are developed [16] , [17] . Some experimental results show the effectiveness, however, only a few process flowcharts are described, essential theoretical analysis is lake. Subject to array structure or algorithm, only the azimuth angle can be measured with the methods mentioned above. In our recent work [18] , the DOA estimation is performed in the range-Doppler domain, however, in order to extend the single snapshot to multi-snapshots, long integration time is required, hence the detection of nonlinear and moving target is reduced, and it is time-consuming.
Inspirited by G. Fabrizio's range-Doppler domain beamforming idea in [6] and [7] , we propose a novel RangeDoppler domain Array Signal Processing (RD-ASP) method to enhance the desired echo signal and then perform the DOA estimation. The word ''enhance'' means greatly improving the ratios of the power of desired echo signal to the power of direct path signal, to the power of the unwanted echo signals, and to the power of the noise, respectively. We realize this goal through building a multi-snapshots virtual array signal which is composed of the segments data of the cross-ambiguity functions calculated by the reference channel signal and each antenna's receiving signal. After the echo signal is enhanced, we perform the DOA estimation while scanning in Doppler frequency bank, and finally we obtain a two dimensional DOA-Doppler map. Similar to the conventional range-Doppler map, the three types of clutter interference (masking effect) [19] also exist on the DOA-Doppler map, however, the classic clutter suppression methods such as the CLEAN [19] and ECA [20] cannot be applied, because they require that the amplitude, range difference, and Doppler frequency of the clutter can be distinguish, but the range difference's resolution of the HF-AM radio signal is too low to be used. To remove the masking effect, we propose a novel two-stage clutter filter that can significantly suppress the clutter interference on the DOA-Doppler map.
The main contributions of this paper are listed as follows: (1) Two kinds of methods are developed that can estimate the DOA of echo signal with very low SNR under masking effects. (2) The SNR gain boundary of the desired echo signal is derived for HF-AM radio signal. (3) A novel clutter interference suppression mechanism on the DOA-Doppler map is proposed. (4) Some experimental results verify the effectiveness of the proposed methods which explore the research on HF-AM radio based passive Over The Horizon Radar (OTHR).
The outline of this paper is organized as follows. The basic signal processing of passive radar is provided in Section II. The proposed methods and their implementations are developed in Section III. Experimental results of a passive radar are shown in Section IV. Finally, a brief conclusion appears in Section V. In the paper, E[ ], ( ) H , ( ) −1 , | |, and superscript * denote the expectation, Hermitian transpose, inverse, absolute value, and complex conjugate respectively. Boldfaced variable denotes matrix/vector.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION A. ARRAY SIGNAL MODEL
Considering a passive radar, the receiving antenna array is a Uniform Linear Array (ULA) with M omni-directional antennas. Assuming that there is no strong interference emitted from other sources, the received array signal is composed of one direct path signal, several scattering echo signals and multipath signals, therefore it can be expressed as
where k is the snapshot number; F S is the sampling rate; s(k) is the time domain signal; n(k) denotes the noise; a i , η i , τ i , and v i are the steering vector, amplitude attenuation, time delay, and Doppler shift of ith directional signal (with respect to the direct path signal). Let i = 0 denotes the direct path reference signal, we can make η 0 = 1, τ 0 = 0, and v 0 = 0. The dimension of x(k), a i , and n(k) are M ×1. The signals are stationary Gaussian random process, and the additive noise is a spatially white Gaussian process. We call x(k) as ''actual array signal'' in this paper. Because of time delay and Doppler effect, the direct path signal and echo signals can be regarded as uncorrelated, so the VOLUME 6, 2018 data covariance of actual array signal can be expressed as
where P S and P N are the power of direct path signal and noise respectively. Since R is unknown in practice, it is replaced by K snapshots sampling data covariance matrix
We do not distinguish R andR in this paper. The eigen decomposition of R is
where: γ i and u i are the eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors of R; the eigenvalues are sorted in descending order and 
B. MUSIC SPATIAL SPECTRUM
There are numerous methods that can be used to estimate the DOA of directional signal. The MUltiple SIgnal Classification (MUSIC) is one of the very popular method for super-resolution direction finding proposed by Schmidt [21] . The MUSIC spatial spectrum is given by
where θ is the angle between the DOA and the axis of the ULA. The peaks of the spatial spectrum correspond to the DOAs of distinct signals.
C. BEAMFORMING
Beamforming technology is used to filter the directional signal in spatial. The direct path signal in the reference channel is obtained by y R (k) = w H R x(k), and the echo signal in the surveillance channel is obtained by y S (k) = w H S x(k), where w R and w S are beamformers' weight vectors with main beam points to the DOA of direct path and echo respectively. Since the SNR of echo signal is very low in practice, accurate DOA of echo signal is difficult to obtain. The beam scanning technology can be used to obtain the echo signals: the entire angle is segmented into groups of discrete separations, scaning all the separations by steering the beamformer's mainlobe, echo signals can be obtained in their corresponding scanned angle separations. In this paper, we assume that the reference signal obtained by beamforming is pure enough, which means y R (k) ≈ s(k).
D. CROSS-AMBIGUITY FUNCTION
The Ambiguity Function (AF) of the transmitted signal with K -length sample data is calculated by
where τ = −K +1, −K +2, . . . , K −1 represents time delay, v represents Doppler shift. After the beamforming, the Cross-Ambiguity Function (CAF) of direct path signal and echo signal is
The peaks of CAF correspond to the potential echo signals that are matched in both range and Doppler.
E. CONVENTIONAL PROCESSING PROCEDURE
The conventional array signal processing procedure for passive radar is described in Fig.1 , which generally includes the following four steps [2] , [3] , [7] , [9] :
Step 1: Estimating the DOA of direct path signal.
Step 2: Using the beamforming technology or directional antenna to obtain the direct path signal in the reference channel.
Step 3: Scanning the surveillance channel by beamforming technology to obtain the echo signal.
Step 4: Calculating the CAF of the direct path signal and the echo signal to estimate the time delay and Doppler shift of the target. 
III. THE PROPOSED METHOD A. RANGE-DOPPLER PROCESSING
The CAF of the reference signal y R (k) ≈ s(k) and the mth antenna's receiving signal x m (k) is calculated by
Taking a combination of
it is a M ×1 dimensional matrix, and it can be decomposed as
Notice that we omit a constant e j2πτ k/F S which does not affect the theoretical analysis in the following. We call the matrix C(τ, v) ''virtual array signal'' for it has a same structure with actual array signal x(k): the component 
According to the properties of the AF, the amplitude' square ratio of the Lth signal to the ith interference is
The amplitude's square ratio of the Lth signal to the noise is
Relationship (10) and (11) show that the Lth signal is enhanced with respect to ith interference and noise. Unfortunately, the virtual array signal C(τ L , v L ) in (9) has only one snapshot, so it is hard to use conventional DOA estimation methods directly.
B. MULTI-SNAPSHOTS VIRTUAL ARRAY SIGNAL
In this section, we propose two ways to build a multisnapshots virtual array signal. As shown in Fig.2 , the interest range of Doppler shift
, and the interest range of time delay (τ min , τ max ) is divided into L τ uniform time delay sequences τ = linspace(τ min , τ max , L τ ).
1) VIRTUAL ARRAY SIGNAL MODEL 1
Scanning all the frequency sequences, for an arbitrary scanning frequency v scan , we can extract L τ matrixes from C:
We call the matrix G v as ''virtual array signal-1''. The difference and equivalence of x(k) and G v are described in Table 1 . It is worth noting that the array noise of G v can be considered as the colored noise. In the detection and estimation theory, if the desired signal to noise ratio is high, the noise covariance matrix is always assumed to be inappreciable [22] . Hence in this paper, we do not emphasize the effect of the colored noise, and mainly concern the method to enhance the desired echo signal and estimate its DOA.
Considering the Lth signal is the desired echo signal, the ith signal, ith Interference Ratio (SIR) is
In our application, a typical AM radio signal's bandwidth is very narrow, we can make an approximation A(τ, v) ≈ A(0, v) in the interest range, then we can make
SIR gain analysis:
The denominator |s(k)| 2 can be regarded as the sum of K vectors with the same phases 0. Therefore, the SIR gain generally increases as K gets larger.
The average noise power is
The gain of the Lth signal's SNR can be calculated by
, so the upper and lower bound of the SNR gain are
SNR gain analysis:
(1) The upper bound of SNR gain only relates to and equals to the signal's length K . Therefore, we can obtain a very large SNR gain with simply increasing the signal length, or setting the signal length to meet the requirement of SNR gain.
(2) The noise power P N relates to the receiver's bandwidth, or they have a relationship P N = N 0 F S /2, where N 0 is the noise power density. Then we have K η 2 L P S /P N = 2CIT η 2 L P S /N 0 , where CIT = K /F S is the Coherent Integration Time (CIT). Hence, SNR gain is proportional to the CIT, which further means that enlarging K through simply increasing the sampling rate cannot enlarge the SNR.
(3) If the signal's bandwidth is very narrow and τ is inside the main peak of AF, the value |A( τ, 0)| 2 /|A(0, 0)| 2 will get smaller as τ becomes larger. Hence, increasing the signal's length or decreasing τ can enlarge the SNR gain's lower bound. (4) On the premise that τ is inside the main peak of AF, for the same τ , the value |A( τ, 0)| 2 /|A(0, 0)| 2 is larger for a signal with smaller bandwidth. Therefore, the signal with smaller bandwidth has a larger SNR gain lower bound.
In actual application, the SNR gain is between the upper bound and lower bound, so we can conclude that: a signal with smaller bandwidth has a larger SNR gain; increasing the signal's length or decreasing τ can enlarge the SNR gain.
Assuming the upper SNR bound is achieved, and there is only one desired echo signal, the Cramer-Rao bound for DOA estimation can be calculated as [23] (20) whereȧ(θ ) = da(θ )/dθ .
2) VIRTUAL ARRAY SIGNAL MODEL 2
Similar to the virtual array signal-1 in (12), we can build another virtual array signal-2. For an arbitrary time delay bin τ scan ∈ (τ min , τ max ), we can choose L v matrixes:
Similar to the virtual array signal-1, G τ is a virtual array signal with echo signal enhanced at time delay τ scan .
C. SPATIAL SPECTRUM ESTIMATION
After enhancing the desired echo signal, we can perform the MUSIC spatial spectrum estimation with the virtual array signal. For virtual array signal-1, the sampling data covariance matrix of G v is
Taking the eigenvalue decomposition of R v Finally, the MUSIC spatial spectrum is calculated by
The DOA of ith echo signal with Doppler frequency v scan = v i corresponds to a peak of the spatial spectrum. Scanning all the Doppler frequency bins, we can obtain all the echo signals' and the direct path signal's DOAs, and their corresponding Doppler shifts. By combining of them, we can obtain a two-dimensional DOA-Doppler-shift spectrum map.
It is important to note that the MUSIC spatial spectrum calculated by (24) is a pseudo spectrum, the peak value of MUSIC does not equal to signal's real power. Therefore, the peaks' values on the DOA-Doppler-shift spectrum map do not represent power. We can simply multiply the value of P MUSIC in (24) by the maximal eigenvalue of R v to restore the power approximately, however it will increase the difficulty to detect targets on the DOA-Doppler-shift map due to very large power differences among the MUSIC spectrum in different Doppler shifts. Therefore, it is convenient to detect targets by using a two-dimensional pseudo spectrum directly.
For virtual array signal-2, it can be processed with the same way through (22) , (23) , and (24): scanning all the time delay bins, we can obtain all the echo signals' and direct path signal's DOAs, and corresponding time delays, and they can be combined to form a two-dimensional DOA-time-delay spectrum map.
D. IMPLEMENTATION
The implementation of the proposed RD-ASP is summarized in Fig.3 as follows:
Step 1: Estimating the DOA of direct path signal: θ S .
Step 2: Spatial filtering at θ S with beamforming to obtain the direct path signal y R .
Step 3: Calculating the CAF of y R and the receiving signal of each antenna by (7), then combining them to build a three-dimensional matrix
Step 4: Estimating the DOAs with MUSIC approach Method RD-ASP-1: 
P(θ, v(q))
End The spectral peaks of two-dimensional matrix P(θ, v) are corresponding to the Doppler shifts and DOAs of echo signals. The spectral peaks of two-dimensional matrix P(θ, τ ) are corresponding to the time delays and DOAs of echo signals. Notice that L τ and L v should be larger than M to guarantee that the matrix R v and R τ are nonsingular. The MUSIC approach is not necessary, it can be replaced by other appropriate DOA estimation approaches.
According to the above, the RD-ASP-1 likes a spaceDoppler filter, while the proposed RD-ASP-2 likes a space-time filter. It is an advantage that, compared with conventional methods, the proposed method does not require to obtain an echo signal in surveillance channel in advance.
E. SOME REMARKS 1) INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION
If there is no strong interference emitted from other sources, using conventional beamforming (weight vector equals to the steering vector of direct path signal) to spatial filtering the direct path signal is feasible. Otherwise, if there exists strong interference, after conventional beamforming processing, residual interference exists in the reference channel. Then after the CAF calculation, the interference may be enhanced. Therefore, the strong interference in the reference channel should be maximally eliminated before calculating the CAF. The robust adaptive beamforming technology should be used to suppress the interference adaptively as well as to prevent desired signal elimination [24] . The worst-case performance optimization based robust adaptive beamformer [25] , [26] or the covariance-fitting based Robust Capon Beamformer (RCB) [27] , [28] are suggested to be used.
2) DIMENSION OF VIRTUAL NOISE SUBSPACE
In actual array signal, the SNR of direct path signal is greater than SNRs of the echo signals, and the SNRs of the echo signals are almost at the same level. There are two cases of set virtual noise subspace for the RD-ASP-1. On one hand, if the scanning frequency equals to an echo signal's frequency, after calculating the CAF, the gains of SIR and SNR are almost the same large, hence, it is reasonable that the virtual direct path signal and the desired echo signal are the two distinct signals with the largest SNRs. Hence, it could be certain that R v has two distinct largest eigenvalues:
On the other hand, if the scanning frequency does not equal to any echo signal's frequency, there is only one virtual direct path signal with the largest SNR, so R v has one distinct largest eigenvalue. If we set the dimension of virtual noise subspace E N to M − 2, in addition to a high peak corresponding to the direct path signal in the MUSIC spatial spectrum, there may be another peak with its value close to the virtual noise level. The false alarm caused by such small peak can be omitted.
Therefore, it is reasonable to set the dimension of virtual noise subspace E N to M − 2 directly, under any case for the RD-ASP-1, and for the RD-ASP-2 in the same way. If there is only one peak on the spatial spectrum at a certain Doppler shift, it must be the DOA of direct path signal. If there are two peaks, one is the DOA of direct path signal known in advance, and the other is the DOA of an echo signal.
3) CLUTTER SUPPRESSION
In conventional processing procedure (Fig.1) , the beamforming technology is used to obtain the echo signal in the surveillance channel, then the CAF is calculated with the reference signal and the surveillance signal. Because the direct path signal is not pure and there exists residual direct path and other interference in the surveillance signal, there are lots of clutter in the range-Doppler map calculated by CAF. This procedure can be illustrated in Fig.4(a) .
Compared with the existing methods, the clutter suppression method on the DOA-Doppler-shift map of the proposed RD-ASP is completely different, it can be illustrated with Fig.4(b) : Three types clutter interference [19] of the passive radar can be regarded as the replicate of the direct path signal with different amplitudes, time delays, Doppler shifts, and DOAs, and they locate at different points on the range-Doppler map. The procedure of extracting the data from the CAF to build the virtual array signal is equivalent to a time-frequency filtering, the clutter is filtered in time and frequency domain, the peak of the AF is equivalent to the passband and the noise plane of the AF is equivalent to the stopband. After the first stage filtering, the clutter can be significantly attenuated, so that the power of direct path interference and the power of desired echo signal are almost at the same level, and the power of other clutter interference are significantly lower. Then performing the MUSIC spatial spectrum estimation with the dimensional of noise subspace set equal to 2, residual clutter belongs to the noise subspace, hence they can be almost completely eliminated through subspace orthogonal. Finally, there are two peaks on the DOA-Doppler-shift map, one is the DOA of direct path signal known in advance, and the other is the DOA of desired echo signal. Therefore, the RD-ASP is equivalent to a time-frequency and spatial domain two stages clutter filter.
In Fig.4(b) , after the matched filtering, the clutter in the virtual array signal is the same with Fig.4(a) . Then after performing the MUSIC, because the spatial spectrum map is a pseudo-spectrum, the residual clutter on the DOA-Dopplershift map does not correspond to the power.
4) COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
Both the implementation of the proposed RD-ASP in Fig.3 and the conventional method in Fig.1 mainly include the beamforming (RCB), the DOA estimation (MUSIC), and the CAF calculation (Fast Fourier Transform), their computational time complexity are O(M 3 ), O(M 3 ), and O(K log K ), respectively.
5) APPLICATION SCENARIOS
It can be concluded from the discussion above that, the key point and performance of the RD-ASP are decided by the AF's shape. Therefore, the RD-ASP is not only applied to the passive radar, any radar with an AF that satisfies (10) and (11) may be applicable. Furthermore, although the proposed method is derived with the ULA, it is easy to be extended to other arrays, such as the Uniform Circular Array (UCA) in Section IV.
Time delay resolution and Doppler shift resolution are generally different for the AF. To enlarge the gain of desired echo signal, the RD-ASP-1 is appropriate for the AF with higher Doppler shift resolution, and the RD-ASP-2 is appropriate for the AF with higher time delay resolution.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, some experimental results of a HF-AM radio based passive OTHR are presented. Details of this passive OTHR can be founded in [9] . A UCA with 16 antennas and 38m diameter is equipped for the passive OTHR. The array is calibrated with a cooperative source located in the center of the UCA. In the experiment, a transmitter is more than 1000 km away from the receiver array. The transmitted signal arrives at the receiver array through ionospheric reflection. The AM radio signal's frequency is 17.89 MHz, bandwidth is less than 6 kHz. After the channelization processing, the complex signal's sampling rate is reduced to 10 kHz. A group of experimental data with 2 minutes are collected. A. CONVENTIONAL PROCESSING Fig.5 displays the power spectrum of the channelized signal. Fig.6 displays the spatial spectrum at the 80th second. Fig.7 displays the range-Doppler map by calculating the self-ambiguity function of the direct path signal (obtained by conventional beamforming) with 4s data length. Due to the complex wave propagation environment, the DOA of direct path signal is not stable, but fluctuating slightly around elevation angle θ = 80 • and azimuth angle φ = 13 • during 2 minutes. Hence, a conventional beamformer with main beam points to (80 • , 13 • ) can be used to obtain the direct path signal for all the processing time. It can be seen from Fig.8 that: on one hand, due to the bandwidth constraints, the range difference resolution of the AM-radio signal is too VOLUME 6, 2018 low to be utilized; on the other hand, the ''knife peak'' shape AF is very suitable for the proposed RD-ASP-1, and the SNR gain is close to its upper bound.
The coverage area of elevation angle cannot approach to 90 • due to ground effect of antenna pattern. The directional resolution of elevation is low for the UCA. Therefore, it is reasonable to scan the surveillance channel with a fixed elevation θ = 65 • at the beginning. A range-Doppler map of the conventional processing results is displayed in Fig.8 , CAF is calculated by the reference channel signal (beamforming at (80 • , 13 • )) and the surveillance channel signal (scanning at (65 • , 220 • )), the data starts at the 80th second, and CIT=4s. Results show that: (a) The rang difference resolution is too low to be utilized. Processing 2 minutes data with 1s interval and 4s CIT (data is overlapped), we can obtain 116 Range-Doppler maps. Due to the low range difference resolution, we can extract an arbitrary line (a line at range difference 60 km is extracted in the following) in the range-Doppler map, and then combine them into a two-dimensional time-Doppler map as shown in Fig.9 . Results show that there are a lot of strong clutter around 0 Hz and spread all the times. We can determine that there are at least three targets' Doppler traces that can be distinguished clearly. 
B. RESULTS OF THE RD-ASP-1
The RD-ASP-1 is used to process the data. Some results with data starting at 40s and 80s are presented. The CIT=2s, Doppler shift bins are −30:0.1:30 Hz, range difference bins are −1200:30:1200 km, both the scanning azimuth interval and the scanning elevation interval is 0.1 • .
We can estimate the direct path signal's SNR of the actual array signal with the eigenvalues of R, and its mean value is about 34.5 dB during two minutes. The SNR gain can be calculated by (19) with K =10000 (CIT=2s), it is about 43 dB. Therefore, if the power ratio of the direct path to the echo is 100 dB in x(k) [10] , the echo signal's SNR can be increased to about −22 dB in G v , which makes the MUSIC approach effective.
1) AZIMUTH ANGLE ESTIMATION
The directions of UCA are two-dimensional, we can fix one and while scanning the other. Then processing the 80s data with other parameters unchanged, we obtain Fig.11 . Results show that the peaks of target-1 and target-2 move to (21.4Hz, 216.9 • ) and (−11.5Hz, 101.8 • ), and their Doppler shifts are the same with the Doppler shift on the time-Doppler map at the 80s in Fig.10 .
Next, we process the 80s data with elevation=65 • , results in Fig.12 show that: (a) Peaks' locations on Fig.11 and Fig.12 are the same, some peaks get stronger while some get weaker. (b) The ''ribbon line'' at azimuth=12.5 • get stronger, it is because elevation=65 • is closer to 80 • , which is the direct path signal's azimuth angle, so that the residual direct path signal in surveillance channel is stronger.
2) ELEVATION ANGLE ESTIMATION
Scanning in the elevation with a fixed azimuth angle which is corresponding to a peak in azimuth-Doppler-shift spectrum, we can obtain the corresponding elevation angle.
Choosing the same data with Fig.12 , fixing the azimuth angle to 216.9 • , and scanning in the elevation, we obtain an elevation-Doppler-shift spectrum map as shown in Fig.13 . Results show that a peak at (21.4Hz, 63.7 • ) can be distinguished clearly, which is corresponding to the peaks (21.4Hz, 216.9 • ) in Fig.12 . Now, target-1's DOA and Doppler-shift at 80s are obtained: (21. Then we can fix the elevation angle to 57.7 • and scan the azimuth again to obtain an updated value of azimuth angle. Repeating this process, we can obtain the next updated azimuth angle and elevation angle more accurately by iteration, however, if the target moves across an angle during the CIT, estimating an accurate DOA is meaningless. 
3) THE DOA TRACE
The Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B) information is received and recorded with the AirNav RadarBox when collecting the experimental data. Fig.15 displays the flight traces of two civil aircrafts during the same period of the 2 minutes data analyzed above.
After processing 2 minutes' data with the proposed RD-ASP-1, we can continuously detect a group of DOA data of target 1 and 2 (some very weak discontinuous points are deleted). The reference DOA trace is measured with ADS-B information. Fig.16 shows that two actual targets' DOA traces calculated by RD-ASP-1 and measured with ADS-B are matched well, the stronger target-1's trace is matched better than the weaker target-2.
V. CONCLUSION
A range-Doppler domain array signal processing method was developed to estimate the echo signals' DOAs and suppress the clutter interference simultaneously for passive radar. By calculating the CAF of the reference signal and the received array signal, and then combining them to build a virtual array signal, theoretical analysis indicates that the desired echo signal can be enhanced, and the SNR gain is proportional to the signal's length. Finally, the DOA of desired echo signal can be estimated by MUSIC approach. Meanwhile, the clutter interference can be significantly suppressed with two stages filtering in time-frequency domain and spatial domain. Experimental results show that two actual targets' DOA traces calculated by the proposed RD-ASP-1 are matched well with their actual traces. He is currently a Researcher with the Southwest China Research Institute of Electronic Equipment. His research interests include array signal processing, high-frequency radio wave propagation, and wave reflection in the ionosphere. VOLUME 6, 2018 
